ANM Insights - Assessment

Cisco Identity Services Engine
Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) is a critical tool for many organizations in managing network access and
management functions. ISE interconnects with many components creating a unique installation challenge
given the interconnected nature. As a result, keeping an ISE environment patched, tuned, and configured with
best practices can often be a moving target. While a fully functional ISE environment can greatly enhance an
organization’s security posture, errors in supplicant configurations (amongst other errors) can result in significant
business damage.

Solution Overview
ANM Insights- Identity Services Engine is an engineering
led assessment that will provide your team reporting on
performance and configuration as well as an effectiveness
rating of your existing ISE architecture. ANM will work
to identify configuration and policy issues with your ISE
deployment along with recommending approaches to improve
performance, management, scalability, and effectiveness of
your ISE environment.
The full assessment includes a review of the following areas:

WHAT SETS US APART

›

CLI configuration review

›

GUI-based analysis on alerts and reporting

›

Passed/failed authentications analysis

›

System performance assessment

›

Software version & licensing assessment

›

Architecture review

›

Certificates and PKI

›

External logging

›

Backup/restore configuration review

›

Policy sets and policies (guest, profiling, posture, TC-NAC,
SGT, PassiveID, TACACS, etc.)

›

pxGrid integration

›

Third party device integration analysis.

›

ANM is one of the top network and network
security providers in the country with a long
history of expertise in Cisco ISE, networking
and security operations. Our team takes an
engineering led approach to problem solving,
highlighted by our 6:1 engineering to sales ratio.

›

Specific to ISE, ANM is one of a select group of
Master Certified Enterprise Network & Security
partners with Cisco. This requires not just
engineering certifications but specific validated
customer engagements and support.

›

Unlike many other solution providers, our goal
is to proactively identify areas of opportunity in
your environment via assessment, as opposed to
starting with a product searching for a problem.

ANM Insights provides you with a detailed audit report
with information on the found discrepancies, suboptimal

FOLLOW-ON SERVICES

practices, and deviations from best-practices configuration–
all in a prioritized format that can be immediately applied for
improving your Cisco ISE configuration. At the conclusion of the
engagement, the ANM engineering team will schedule a review
with you to walk through our findings and talk through any use
cases you may be considering.

PULL QUOTE?

		

›

ANM has several in-depth follow-on advisory
services that address a broad range of challenges
across the entire network and security technology
ecosystems. Whether you are planning a return
to work, a remote workforce strategy, wired or
wireless upgrade or more, ANM can help guide you
through the complexities of planning and rollout.

We’d love to hear from you.
(866) 527-8822

info@anm.com

anm.com

